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Abstract 

We discuss the MSW (Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein) effect for different radiochemical and 
real-time neutrino experiments taking into account the effects of the passage tfirough the earth for 
solar and supernova neutrinos . We emphasize that v e regeneration in the earth can lead to 
measurable increases in counting rates and to a time dependent v e energy spectrum. Such 
observations would verify the presence of the MSW effect and lead to a restriction on die allowed 
values of neutrino mass differences and mixing angles. 

Effect on solar neutrinos.A revival of interest in die solar neutrino problem [1] has been 
generated by the discovery of the MSW effect. Wolfenstein [2] showed that the presence of matter 
modifies neutrino propagation. Using his formalism, Mikheyev and Smimov [3] showed mat this 
fact could lead to an adiabatic transformation of v e into a mass eigenstate only weakly coupled to 
electrons. 

We summarize qualitatively the way in which die MSW effect leads to a suppression of the 
solar v e flux in the sun and to a partial regeneration in the earth. We consider die case of two 
neutrinos, v t and v2, of masses nij and m^ Am2 =nij2-m22<0) which mix to form v e and v 

v e = Vj cos 6 + v 2 sin 9 
v = - v, sin 0 + v 2 cos 0 

We consider the case 0 < 45° so that v is ' mosdy" Vj The propagation of neutrinos in a 
medium of electron density p, is determined by die ratio between the vacuum oscillation length, 
L^^TtEy)/ Am2 , and die coherent forward scattering length [2], l0=2;r/(V2Gp), G being the Fermi 
coupling constant. A v e produced near die center of the sun may be adiabaticaUy [4] transformed to 
the higher mass eigenstate v 2 , as it goes to the surface of die sun. To good approximation this will be 
the case if the neutrino energy is between values E ^ and E defined as [5]: 

Emin = 7 " 5 1 ( ) 4 C O s 2 9 ' A m 2 ' Emax = ^ l 0 * s i n ^ t a n 2 0 I A m ' 
(The energies are in MeV and Am2 in eV 2 ). Between diese limits the v e flux is reduced by a factor 
k v 21 v e >l2 = sin2 0. Under diese conditions of maximum v e suppression, no oscillations occur 
between die sun and earth because v 2 is a mass eigenstate. But v, is not an eigenstate in matter so 
tiiere will be oscillations between v 2 and Vj.Since v t is mosdy v e this will regenerate a v ç flux. For a 
constant density medium, die probability for a v 2 beam to yield a v after a distance d is given by 

P( v 2 -> v ) = sin2 9 + sin2 9 sin2( 0^- 0 ) sin* (rai/1 ) 
widi the matter mixing angle 0 m defined by tan2 0 m = sin20 /(cos29 + Q Q ) and with die oscillation 
length 1 given by : 

l m = 1 / ( 1 +2( L, /lo)cos20 + ( L, / 1 0 ) 2 ) , / 2 

While die earth density profile is not constant we would expect die regeneration effect to be 
important if die angles 0 and 0 m - 0 calculated for typical terrestrial densities are large and if die 
ratio between 1 at these densities and the diameter of the earth (12.5 106 m) is not too large. These 
conditions give [5]: 

sin 22 0>O.Ol and Am2 - -6 10"7E(1 ±sin20) 
The range of neutrino energies defined by dieses equations is contained in die range defined by Emin 

and E . Therefore, regeneration effects are important only if the sun effects are present. 
The results presented below are based on numerical calculations described in detail in reference 

[5]. The eanh density profile was taken from [6]. 
The regeneration is in general an oscillating function of E^ and the event time t, since it 

depends critically on the ratio between the typical oscillation lengtiis at terrestrial densities and die 
length of the material traversed. Figure 1 shows examples of the v e suppression as a function E/ Am2 

at a precise time during die night of die winter solstice (dotted curve). The latitude has been taken to 
be 42° N which corresponds more or less to the Gran Sasso , Homestake and Baksan laboratories. 
The calculation is done for neutrinos produced at the center of die sun. The full curve is the 
suppression function due to the sun only (day observation) and reflects the values of E ^ and Em i 

for die given value of sin2 20. At each time during die night die effects of regeneration in die e 
are superimposed on die sun suppression function in a predictable way. 
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Figure 1 : Probability P( v e -> v e ) for 
detecting solar v as a function of the variable 
E/ Am2 (E in MeV and Am2 in eV2 ). The 
calculation (dotted curve) is done at the 
winter solstice at midnight and at latitude 
42°N. The full curve corresponds to the sun 
effect alone (day observation). 

The exposure time for the chlorine solar neutrino detector was between 35 and 80 days [11, sc 
night/day effects were not directly visible in the data. However. since the regeneration of v e during 
night is somewhat smaller in summer than in winter, there could be a winter-summer effect in the 
data For instance with Am2 around -3 10"6 eV 2 and sin2 29 between 0.2 and 0.5, the rate averaged 
from October to March would be 0.3 SNU larger than the rate from April to September. The absence 
of such an effect in the data aibws the exclusion of some regions for the parameters of v oscillations , 
namely Am 2 - -4 10'6 and sin228 - .1 [7]. 

Figure 2 : Sensitivity of solar v 
detectors to a night/day effect. The 
contours correspond to the values of 
Am2 and sin226 where the night/day 
counting ratio predicted by the MSW 
effect is equal to the marked number. 
Full curves are for experiments 
"Kamioka-like" with a v energy 
threshold of 10 MeV and are calculated 
at the winter solstice. Dashed curves 
are for the gallium experiment 
(threshold of 233 keV) and are 
calculated averaging over the year. 
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We now discuss the possibility of a direct comparison of day and night counting rates which 
would give a oir.straim on the parameters Am2 and sin228 independent of other .experiments. Figure 
2 shows ( M curves) the ratio between the solar v e flux above 10 MeV averaged over the night of the 
winter solstice and the flux during the dav. It corresponds to "Kamioka-like" experiments. Inside the 
two contours the night/day flux ratio is greater than 1.5 and 3. A large effect exists for Am between 
10-5 and 10-6 eV2 and for mixing angles greater than sin2 29 =0.01. The effect is roughly halved at 
the summer solstice. The increased night flux would be directly reflected in an expenment using 
nuclear transmutations. With radiochemica' detectors this night/day comparison is difficult to 
measure. However in the fortheomn:, milium experiment [8] it could be possible to extract 
continuously the solar neutrino prod .cc.! :«,e from the target solution. In such a way one could 
obtain a day and « night sample. Figw "• snovs also (dashed curves) the regions of sensitivity of the 
gallium experiment. In tr "s case the •,..-, i«. \tween nights and days averaged oyer all the year. The 
sensitivitv region is for /..v. 2 values ;-&>u\ - ) times smaiier than for Kamiokande-type experiments 
due to thé smaller energy . Hue. As an example of the effect, with Am2 about -10" eV'and Sin 29 
=0 4 the day count rate -.v< uld be around 18 SNU whereas the night rate would be 54 SNU (with a 
standard solar model prediction of 123 SNU [8]). Concerning this figure 2 we should however keep 
in mind that in the regions vhere a large night/day factor is expected the MSW predicted counting rate 
during the day is small. 
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Figure 3 : Ratio between the number 
calculated taking into account the 
MSW effect.The solid line 
corresponds to the MSW effect of the 
earth if v have not been transformed in 
the envelope of ihe supernova. The 
dashed line corresponds to the MSW 
effect of the earth if v have been fully 
transformed in the supernova. 
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Effect on supernova neutrinos.The recent observation of the supernova SN1987A [9] has 
triggered a great effervescence among physicists who can detect low energy neutrinos a n c j 
antineutrinos. Most of the energy in a SN explosion is expected to be dissipated as v v pairs with an 
energy of some tens of MeV [10-12]. The observation of such (anti)neutrinos has been reponed 
[13-16]. We develop how the MSW effect can modify the expected (anri)neutrino fluxes from 
SN1987A. 

The energy spectrum of the v e and v e calculated by various authors [10-12] are very similar. 
In the following, we have used the approximate analytical expression given by Nadezhin and 
Otroshenko [10]. The mean energy of the v e is around 10 MeV; the v (and vT) are expected to have 
a mean energy about twice as high because, since their energy is below the n production threshold, 
they are not subject to charged current interactions and can,therefore, escape more easily the neutron 
star [12]. This difference in the energy spectrum of the v and v will be essential in our discussion 
of the MSW effect. H 

Thanks to photon observations [9], we know that the supernova, named SN1987A, is in the 
direction of the Large Magellanic Cloud (declination of -70° ). As all present neutrino or antineutrino 
detectors (Homestake, Mont-Blanc, 1MB, Kamioka, Baksan) lie at a latitude of +40° ±5°, the 
minimum distance in the earth that the neutrinos or antineutrinos had to traverse before reaching a 
detector is 1.6 earth radius. Then the possible MSW effect in the eanh has to be considered[17]. In 
this communication, we have calculated in detail the earth MSW effect. 

For v we have taken the energy dependence for the chlorine reaction (Homestake detector) : 
v + 3 7 C l - > 3 7 A r + e-

as given by Bahcall [18] ( E 3 J below 10 MeV , E 3 4 between 10 and 15 MeV , E 2 J between 15 and 
25 MeV and E2-2between 25 and 50 MeV),_For the reaction : 

v.+ p e + + n 
we have taken the E 2 dependence in the energy range which concerns v from supemovae. We note 
that the Kamioka experiment [14] can in principle detect also the reaction v e e —» v e e but the cross 
section is much smaller and we neglect it here. 

We define the ratio between the number of events calculated taking into account the MSW 
effect in the earth and/or in the supernova and the number of events calculated not taking into account 
the MSW effect anywhere. Figure 3 shows this ratio for neutrinos as a function of - Am2 and for 
sin229 =0.1. 

The solid line corresponds to the case where (anti)neutrinos leave the supernova without the 
MSW v e-> v, and v -» v{ transformation : the main effect of the eanh is an increase in the v e 

counting rate by up to a factor 2, for Am2 in the range -10"4 to -10"5 cV2 .Note that during their travel 
through the earth a maximum of 20% of the v are transformed in ve. But as the v e generated from v 
have an energy higher than that of the other v e and as the cross section increases relatively rapidly 
with energy, the effective increase in the number of counts in a detector is larger than a factor 1.2. 

The dashed line corresponds to the case where (anti)neutrinos have been completely 
transformed in the supernova a large fraction of the v have been transformed into v e inside the SN. 
Then the expected number of counts at the entrance of the eanh is higher than in the previous case by 
a factor up to 3. The eanh effect will be to regenerate v from v e in the same Am2 range. Then, thé 
expected counts on the other side of the earth are lower than at the entrance by a factor 1.5 . 

Only the chlorine detector can unambiguously detect neutrinos [1]. Scaling thejesults expected 
in the chlorine experiment with the measured antineutrino flux of lO^cm'V 1 for v ç above 8 MeV 
[14] we obtained only .1 - .2 event. So the MSW effect can probably not be seen in the chlorine 
experiment. 

The eanh effect on supernova neutrinos is very interesting because it appears in a region of 
parameter space where the MSW effect can solve the solar neutrino problem ( Am2 around -10 5 
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eV2). Furthermore, the earth effect can be observed unambiguously by detecting the neutrinos as they 
arrive in the earth and as they leave. The difference between two such measurements is completely 
independent of the initial flux coming from the supernova. At least two neutrino detectors are needed 
but since we do not know where and when a supernova will explode a network of neutrino detectors 
is needed. Apart from the chorine experiment, several other experiments able to detect the neutrinos 
from a supernova explosion are proposed [19]. They are all placed around a latitude around 40°Jnis 
not too bad for supernova explosions in die galactic plane. 

Summary. We have discussed rates for neutrino experiments under die assumption that me 
MSW effect is responsible for me observed rate. We have emphasized that regeneration of v in die 
earth may lead, to increased counting rates and to a time dependent energy spectrum. 
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